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Dear Parent,

Your Glencoe educators believe strongly in educating the whole child. This means we pay
special attention to maximizing creative and critical thinking/questioning skills. We work hard to
fully challenge and realize each child’s physical, social, and cognitive abilities. Nurturing unique
learning styles, interests, strengths, and pace help us provide a solid foundation for students’
learning.

Engaging in long range strategic planning, the Board of Education and staff have identified
principles of learning and teaching that meet our students’ needs. We are making decisions that
sustain quality programming over time. These are examined in a living document entitled
Visions and Values. Five themes have emerged which provide context for current and future
goals: “Climate of Exploration,” “A Healthy Balanced Life,” “Connections Among Experiences,”
“Ethical Conduct and Responsible Global Citizenship,” and “Financial Strength and Stability.”
They are consistent with the New Trier Township High School District Plan and the Illinois State
Board of Education’s “Comprehensive Strategic Plan for Elementary and Secondary Education.”
You may view the document on our website, www.glencoeschools.org.

More than ever before, your community school system is determined to provide the very best
our profession has to offer students. We continue to grow in the areas of professional
development, curricular reform, instructional practices, and assessment balances. Our greatest
interest is to serve, in partnership with you, each and every student to the fullest extent
possible.

Your voice is important to us. Please remember that our doors are open to hear your
comments, address your concerns, and act upon your child’s educational needs. We also
appreciate hearing when your child has met with a triumph! Share it all with us. We do indeed
care and we have become active listeners.

Sincerely,

Jay D. Howe, Ed.D.
Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment



Pupil Services

A Differentiated Curriculum

Adhering to the current educational practice of meeting students’ individual needs, District 35
embraces the Curry-Samara Model for Instruction, Curriculum, and Assessment. The framework
is built around higher order creative and critical thinking skills. To implement this model,
teachers are highly trained to plan a broad spectrum of activities that respond to a broad range
of learners.  In recent years, internationally known experts in the field have been extremely
influential in reforming the approach to meeting students’ needs, including Dr. Mel Levine and
Dr. Edward Hallowell.

Through various funding sources, the District has been able to provide curriculum specialists for
our schools. These specialists assist teachers in planning and implementing programs for
children whose needs demand an enriched version of the core curriculum. Teachers also work
with one another in grade level and subject area teams to plan appropriately for their students.
Administrators, teachers, and parents collaborate to fully understand and appreciate differences
in children’s learning styles, interests, pace, and success rates.

It is important for children of like abilities to work together with adequate teacher contact. It is
equally important for children to cooperate, collaborate, and appreciate others of differing
abilities, backgrounds, and interests.

Children who excel deserve classroom teachers eager and able to plan for them. Our Glencoe
general educators fully understand and embrace methodologies, strategies, and activities that
are qualitatively different from the norm. We hire professionals, whenever possible, with a solid
background in differentiation who can give concrete examples of their modifications in teaching.
Once on board, they are provided on-going extensive training within the District and offered
professional conferences, classes, and workshops outside the District.

Differentiated Learning Goals

1. Recognize differences in students’ learning strengths, styles, interests, pace.
2. Provide challenging, meaningful activities for all students.
3. Provide an equal opportunity to develop potential and skills for success.
4. Meet varying needs of students by matching instruction to children.
5. Integrate higher-level learning within the general standards based curriculum.
6. Encourage teachers to continue their own education and training for understanding and

supporting differentiation.
7. Provide a nurturing environment that is conducive to higher level questioning and

discussions.
8. Promote excellence in instructional decision-making.
9. Transform potential into production.
10. Learn persistence, organizational skills, and study skills to maximize student potential.

What might teachers differentiate?

• Content – What is taught; different groups learning different things or using different
materials.

• Process – How content is taught; different instructional strategies may be necessary to
get the most from particular students.

• Product – What should the evidence for learning look like? Products or performances
may be varied and should balance what is a strength and what needs more practice.
Choices are offered when appropriate.



• Environment – To nurture creative and critical thinking, a child needs to feel safe. All
students are encouraged to voice questions to discover truth and meaning. The
message to all students must be that learning can look different for all or any of us.
Each prescription for learning is made for the individual and that’s the way it should be.
We honor one another and experience teaming with all types of learners. Sometimes we
work with other talented people with similar gifts or needs. Other times we work with
more diverse peoples whose gifts may not be obvious. Challenging, meaningful, and
interesting materials are available for all learners.

• Assessment – How do we know learning took place? How do we know the activity or
task was challenging and worthwhile? We learn to choose the assessment to fit the
learning. Do we test, perform, or produce something to prove understanding? Do we
compare our learning to other’s learning or the criteria taken from the curriculum? A
balance is suggested for a more complete picture of the child’s academic growth.

A Sampling of differentiation strategies utilized in Glencoe Schools...

• Interest based activities – based on child’s interest or strength
• Tic-tac-toe – activities of choice across the disciplines or across intelligences or

modalities
• Socratic discussions – allow and encourage all voices; search for truth and meaning;

raise level of discussion to standards of intelligence
• Open-ended learning experiences – may create more questions; no simple

solutions; provides perimeters for the scope of study, but allow students to explore in
individual directions

• Flexible grouping – fluid groups of students with similar needs learn together
• Cluster – a kind of leveling for instruction
• Resident experts – children who are charged with a specific area of study who will

alter share information; also called “jigsaw” learning
• Extended Learning Plans – systematic plan for guiding students through individual or

small group learning beyond what is normally expected or assigned
• Independent study with or without a contract – designed for the individual to

research and report; might include a contract describing perimeters and expectations
• Compacting – identifies areas of strength, documents mastery of learning, and offers

alternatives; sometimes called “instead” activities; if you don’t need what is generally
prescribed, do something else at a higher level

• Learning Stations – centering that includes levels of learning or choices
• Individual Learning Boxes – designed for individuals or small groups for self-

discovery, enrichment, reinforcement or practice



A Differentiated Curriculum continued

Professional resources

The Curry-Samara Model for Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment, developed by Dr. James
Curry and Dr. John Samara

The late Ms. Carol Morreale, former Director of Instruction for Lake Forest School District
Dr. Marilyn Friend, professor at University of North Carolina
The Foundation for Critical Thinking, Dr. Richard Paul, founder
National Association for Gifted Children; Illinois Association for Gifted Children
Teaching Gifted Kids in the Regular Classroom by Susan Winebrenner
The Differentiated Classroom by Carol Ann Tomlinson
Dr. Mel Levine’s “Developmental Constructs and Strategies” for teaching to children’s strengths
A Mind at a Time by Dr. Mel Levine
Classroom Instruction that Works by Robert J. Marzano, Debra J. Pickering, and Jane E. Pollock
The writings and formal presentation by Dr. Edward Hallowell
The Illinois Association for Gifted Children

Area influences

North Shore School District 112, Highland Park, IL
Other New Trier Township School Districts, including Avoca, Kenilworth, NTHS, Sunset Ridge,
Wilmette, Winnetka, and NSSED
New Trier Curriculum Council

Through an inclusive model of Special Education, mainstreaming of students to the fullest
extent possible addresses each child’s Individualized Education Plan (IEP).  The District
philosophy supports a belief that students can be served in a general educational setting to the
degree it serves their special needs and allows for the natural progression of the general
education program.  Each school hosts a pupil services team and curriculum consultants to
assist general educators in meeting students’ complex, individual needs.

A wide array of support and resource services is available within the District.  The pupil services
provide a model for service which encourages a partnership between regular and special
education. District 35 is one of twenty North Shore Districts, which belong to the North
Suburban Special Education District (NSSED).  This affiliation allows each member district
access to additional support services and programs.

Each building-based team consists of the principal, school social worker, school psychologist,
speech and language therapist, reading specialist (at South & West), school nurse, general and
special education teachers, teacher associates, and the Director of Pupil Services.  The team
meets weekly to determine how best to meet the individual learning needs of children.
Members of the team assist in the process of developing strategies to meet a wide array of
students’ academic and behavioral needs.  All members of the team assist in the process of
gathering specific information in order to determine which type of assistance would be most
effective.  It is believed that using this system enables staff to be more efficient and effective
with the use of time and service.  Parents are an integral part of the team, and are encouraged
to participate in all aspects of their child’s education.  Parents of students receiving special
education services have rights, which are safe-guarded by state and federal statutes.



Special Education Services

School Psychologists – complete academic and psychological assessments as needed and are
available for parent and staff consultation.

School Social Workers – support identified students, parents, and staff in implementation of the
District’s social skills, drug education and character education.

Speech and Language Therapists – complete assessments and provide services for eligible
students age three-eighth grade.

Learning Behavior Specialist (LBS) Teachers – assist in planning educational strategies, assess
student progress, consult with teachers and parents, plan instruction and co-teach with general
education teachers, and manage and implement Individual Education Plans (IEP’s).  Special
education staff also assist in the process of developing strategies to meet a wide array of
students’ academic and behavior needs.

School Nurses – complete annual vision and hearing screening and monitor medical and health
issues as they relate to learning.

Integrated Extended Lifeskills Program (ELS) – This NSSED supported primary program for
children with multiple impairments allows for the integration of students into general education
settings.  Two ELS programs run by NSSED are housed at South and Central Schools. At West,
an added Resource Program also receives support and services from NSSED.

Teacher Associates – support the kindergarten and first grade programs, provide supports to
students with special needs, and assist in the Library Learning Centers of each school.

Occupational Therapy Services (OT) – contracted through NSSED, provides consultation with
staff, as well as evaluations and provisions of direct services to qualified students experiencing
fine motor or sensory integration deficits.

Physical Therapy Services – contracted with NSSED, provides certified Physical Therapists for
consulting with staff, evaluating and providing direct services to qualified students experiencing
gross motor deficits adversely affecting their ability to take advantage of educational programs.

Other programs available through NSSED and LICA include:
Orthopedic Programs, Vision and Mobility Training Services, Audiology and Hearing Impaired
Services, Early Childhood Programs (ECP) and Birth to Three Programs.



We Care

We Expect Concern And Respect for Everyone

The mission of The Glencoe School District is to provide each child with a sound educational
foundation for life-long learning as a socially responsible member of a global society by
dedicating resources toward the development of the whole child within a secure school
environment.

In order to provide for the social and emotional growth and development of children, the three
Glencoe Schools have come together to present common topics to be addressed throughout the
school year.  These topics may occur within the curriculum, through advisory and classroom
meeting agendas, and through special programs designed appropriately for the children of our
schools. Connecting to New Trier Township High School’s WE CARE Program, Glencoe Schools
continue to build on its unique program, targeted for their population. Each year school
partnerships are established to expose students to real life differing social/economic settings.
Themes of the WE CARE Program:

SEPT - “Building a Respectful Community: Teamwork”
OCT - “Healthy Choices”
NOV – “Helping Others”
DEC - “I Like Me! – self confidence”
JAN - “Courage”
FEB - “Cultural Awareness”
MAR - “Responsible Behavior”
APR - “Honesty”
MAY -“Accomplishments”

The Glencoe Schools’ WE CARE programs greatly benefit from the following community
organizations:

. • GLENCOE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION

. • GLENCOE HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM

. • GLENCOE PTO (Parent Teacher Organization)

. • GLENCOE PUBLIC SAFETY

Funding also comes from various state and federal education grant programs.



South School:

Kindergarten, First and Second Grades

Our Kindergarten students begin their time at South School with an introduction to our WE
CARE program. Throughout the year, they participate in our monthly MYSTERY VISITOR

program.  In conjunction with a monthly read aloud book, the students are joined by a special
visitor. We invite visitors who can share a connection with our monthly theme. Each visitor
plays a special role in our school or community.  Within First Grade, we continue the WE CARE
program in conjunction with our social studies guiding question: “How do I belong?” In support
of a monthly read aloud book, the students will discuss the monthly theme during class
meetings and activities.

Puppet Pals

Using a collection of diverse puppet “people,” first graders create their own shows to fit monthly
WE CARE themes. Each class takes one monthly theme. Students brainstorm ideas for
characters, setting, problem, and solution. Later, students write their scripts in small groups.
The scripts come to life with characterization, properties and some practice. The final
performances include grade level classmates as the enthusiastic audience. The experience itself
directly connects to themes of teamwork, responsible behavior, “I Like Me,” courage, helping
others, and setting goals.

Within Second Grade, we continue the WE CARE program in conjunction with our social studies
guiding theme: “How does my community change over time?” In support of a monthly read
aloud book, the students will discuss the monthly theme during class meetings and activities. As
the second graders study about communities and develop a greater knowledge of Glencoe, they
will also participate in our monthly COMMUNITY VISITOR program. Beginning in October,
the students are joined by a monthly special visitor. We work to invite a visitor who is an
important role model in our community and can share a connection with our monthly theme.

Behavior Principles

Behavior principles have been published to promote three basic rights and responsibilities of the
student. These principles are the same in each of the schools.  This proactive approach helps
ensure a continuing positive school environment.  The foundation is laid at South School.
Students, with staff guidance, have created performance guidelines for lunchroom and recess
behaviors, as well as for problem solving.
1. We have the right to learn in a safe environment. I have the responsibility to treat

others fairly and with equality, and not to hurt or threaten anyone.
2. We have the right to respect ourselves and others.  I have the responsibility to respect

others’ differences and seek help for others or myself when needed.
3. We have the right to share our thoughts and ideas. I have the responsibility to express

myself in a proper manner and at an appropriate time, to listen to others, and to allow
others these same privileges.



Class Meetings

Class meetings are hosted in each South School classroom at least once per week.  Meetings
are times for children and teachers to engage in activities which reinforce the monthly WE CARE
themes, brainstorm to make decisions affecting the class, discuss social problems of concern for
students, or share positive feedback.  The goals of class meetings at South include:
• To create a caring, accepting climate in the classroom.
• To teach the problem solving process.
• To teach strategies for social problem solving.
• To increase sensitivity and empathy toward others.
• To encourage positive, friendly behaviors.



West School:

Third and Fourth Grades

“Winning Ways at West”

This program inspires students to observe, model and encourage positive behaviors in
themselves and others. The entire school staff and parents provide motivation and inspiration
for the program. Classroom activities are compiled with monthly theme-related activities. These
extensions are seamlessly woven into the regular curriculum and routine activities. Children’s
literature that links to themes has been added to the program. Teachers and administrators
consistently revise the program to meet the needs of the West School community.

A special committee of administrators, parents, and teachers has mapped a yearly calendar of
activities to extend the WE CARE monthly themes at home. These are sometimes shared in
class at the end of the month, highlighting lessons learned.

The West School community has worked together on numerous service learning projects to help
organizations such as West Park Academy, PADS, military service personnel, White Hall Nursing
Home, Ronald McDonald House, Children’s Memorial Hospital, and St. Jude’s Hospital.

Recently, under staff guidance, students have strengthened their good citizenship through
environmental projects, activities, and school clubs.  “Wasteless Wednesdays” have reduced
lunchtime garbage.  A composting machine changes raw garbage into rich addends for West
School gardens.  Recylcing clubs and “Go Green!” websites have increased students’ awareness
and interest in the environment.

Class Meetings

Class meetings provide a vehicle for developing social skills. At West, class meeting objectives
include:
• To provide opportunities for each student to increase self esteem.
• To strengthen student understanding and sensitivity toward others.
• To increase student utilization of problem solving and decision-making skills.
• To give suggestions for the improvement of study skills.



Central School:

Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Grades

Each Central student is assigned to an Advisory teacher with whom there can be a close and
nurturing relationship. In grades five and six, the primary homeroom teacher serves in this role.
In grades seven and eight, the Advisory teacher may be any academic or special subject
teacher from those grade levels. Established goals include:
• To create a trusting relationship between students and adults in the school.
• To build a respectful school community.
• To establish a heightened sense of individual and group responsibility through service

activities and volunteering.
• To reinforce good decision making skills.
• To aid communication among students and between students and adults in the school

community.
• To have non-class time for general all-school announcements.

In each grade level, the WE CARE Program takes on an age- appropriate approach. Teachers
and administrators refine program activities to meet the needs of their students. Engaging
activities and service learning projects are planned in each grade level, which correspond to
augmented monthly WE CARE themes. In each grade level at Central, staff members work to
integrate activities into the general curriculum for more meaningful connections.

Recently, the Central School community has increased its service learning projects to include
assistance for Jordan School, DCFS, recycling projects, Children’s Memorial Hospital, PADS, and
numerous others.  Going far beyond the collection of monies, students have been directly
involved in activities to share their talents with others in need.

A Central School Committee meets regularly to monitor and make suggestions for Advisory
session reform.



South
School

South School – Grades K-2

266 Linden Avenue

Glencoe, IL  60022

Phone: (847) 835-6400

Fax: (847) 835-6405

Mrs. Catherine Wang, Principal



Understanding Children:
The Primary Years

Developmentally

Children of this age are still close to their preschool years. They may act like their older peers
some of the time, but when they are tired or stressed, they may act in ways that are
characteristic of much younger children. At this stage, children learn through play. Through
activity they develop a sense of competence, self-esteem, and problem-solving skills.

Physically

These children are still developing their gross and fine motor skills. For example, they are
developing eye-hand coordination to throw and catch. They may fall when running or making
quick turns. They enjoy high-energy games, but may still need naps. They like free-play
activities like climbing and chasing each other.

Emotionally and Socially

They are still learning how to cooperate with others in a group. They are egocentric in their
thinking - putting themselves first without considering other points of view. They like to be with
a small group of friends. Friendships tend to be based on common interests and are therefore
often short-lived. Some children of this age group can be easily frightened by new events. They
look to adults for guidance, encouragement, and direction. They need a sense of stability and
routine.

Cognitively

Children in these age groups are usually very literal and concrete in their thinking. They like to
ask questions and to look to adults as authority figures. They are still learning how to read and
write. They are learning to share their thoughts and feelings in words rather than in behavior.
They may have difficulty understanding written and spoken directions. They have shorter
attention spans than older children.

(From the “Resource Notebook: School Age Care: Out of School Time,” Child Care Bureau,
Dept. of Health and Human Services)



Reading

A comprehensive balanced literacy program based on strong research and effective classroom
practices is used in the Kindergarten through second grade classrooms. The balanced literacy
program teaches the children to comprehend, appreciate and enjoy reading. It combines
developmentally appropriate language and literature, rich reading and writing experiences with
explicit skills instruction based on the assessed needs of the children. The program’s goal is for
all children to become capable, confident readers who understand sound/symbol relationships,
gain meaning from print and acquire an appreciation for the love of reading. Components of a
balanced literacy program include:
• Shared Reading
• Guided Reading
• Shared and Guided Writing
• Word Study (phonemic awareness and phonics)
• Independent Reading

Shared Reading

Shared reading is conducted through a teacher reading aloud text that students may not yet be
able to read. By reading aloud teachers help children participate in the reading experience,
learn critical concepts of how print works and develop oral reading fluency. The teachers and
students also demonstrate comprehension strategies during the shared reading experience.

Guided Reading

Guided reading is a context in which a teacher supports each reader’s development of effective
reading strategies for processing texts at increasingly challenging levels of difficulty in a small
group setting. Guided reading helps students to become fluent readers who can problem solve
strategically and read independently and silently.

Shared and Guided Writing

A balanced literary approach makes the connection between reading and writing. Research
supports that the mental process between reading and writing are closely related and mutually
reinforcing. Combining instruction leads to improvement in both areas to a greater degree than
if reading and writing are taught separately. Through shared writing, the teacher thinks aloud
while modeling the writing process to students. In guided writing, the teacher continues to
teach the students the writing process in a smaller group setting of students with similar needs.

Word Study

In a balanced literacy program, word study is taught through direct, systematic and explicit
instruction. Instruction addresses alphabet awareness, concepts of print, phonological
awareness, phonemic awareness, phonics and spelling patterns.

Independent Reading

Reading independently on a daily basis gives the students the opportunity to apply reading
strategies taught in shared and guided reading. It allows them to develop fluency and build
their confidence as readers. It is during independent reading that the role of the parent is vitally
important. Students should be encouraged to read material with 99-100% accuracy, choose
their own books of different genres of interest and develop a love of literature in all of its forms.



Writing

Students at South School utilize the standard manuscript print that incorporates four basic
strokes.  This is sometimes named traditional manuscript or simplified manuscript.  It coincides
with most text our students encounter.  Students are provided direct instruction in each grade
level.

Kindergarten

Writing in the first weeks of school will be a testimony to what the children can do. A few
children begin school with a mastery of every sound-symbol relationship, but most begin
knowing the names and shapes of at least a handful of letters.

Youngsters learn that marks on the paper have the power to convey meaning. Some children
begin to convey meaning through pictures or dictation. Children will learn to develop a storyline.
Journal writing provides daily practice.  Frameworks for writing are introduced at this level,
based on Dr. Michael Heggerty’s approach.

Teachers provide the motivation, time, material, and structure for writing, talking, reading,
listening and responding to extend what children can do.

First Grade

Writing begins with the child using invented or ear spelling with less focus on handwriting.
Through practice and modeling, the child gains more awareness of spelling and when invented
spelling has progressed through the phonetic stages and moved into the transitional stage, the
child is able to focus more on other aspects of writing. The child begins to internalize the skills
of punctuation, sentence structure, spelling patterns and accurate letter formation.

Eventually, the child is free to focus on expressing ideas through stories, poems, letters and
other writing. With adult support and peer feedback, the child learns to edit, revise and publish
work ready for sharing.  Frameworks for writing, based on Dr. Michael Heggerty’s approach,
assist students in building their writing skills.

Second Grade

Children generate their own story topics, which enable them to be committed and excited about
the writing process.  Students are taught how to develop characters, how to write clear and
complete sentences, and how to add more supporting details.  Frameworks for writing, based
on Dr. Michael Heggerty’s approach, provide a solid foundation for expanding students’ writing
skills.  Expectations for final products increase, with time devoted to the writing process.

Children are encouraged to experiment with a variety of styles that are encountered through
literature that they have read and that have been read to them. Second graders are introduced
to revision of content and editing for mechanics. Second graders are introduced to expository,
narrative and persuasive writing to bridge into third grade. Common terms and graphic
organizers are also utilized.

Extended Response to Reading (ERR) is a separate writing genre students learn in conjunction
with fiction and non-fiction reading. After reading an article or short literary piece, young
writers record their reactions to a presented prompt. They learn how to properly cite evidence



and connect to other text or experiences to show their complete understanding of the reading.

Science

The science curriculum includes life, physical and earth strands. The program emphasizes
science as inquiry and technological design concepts. It builds personal knowledge from the
students’ own experience and thought. The program engages the learner in active participation
through the use of discovery kits developed by the teaching staff and a professional science
consultant. Process skills form the core of inquiry-based, hands-on learning. Our District
curriculum directly relates to the Illinois and National Science Education Standards.

Grades K-8 Science Units

Grade Level Unifying Theme
and Essential
Question(s)

Life Science Physical Science Earth Science

Kindergarten Exploration: How
do I learn about
my world?

Exploring Diverse
Living Things

Properties of
Objects and
Materials

Weather and
Seasons

First Grade Change: What
changes do I
observe?

Habitats Solids and Liquids Sunshine and
Shadows

Second Grade Patterns of
Change: Are
changes
predictable?

Comparative Life
Cycles

Sound and Light Air and Weather

Third Grade Systems and
Interactions: How
do interactions
impact systems?

Introduction to
Ecosystems

Force and Motion Investigating
Rocks and
Minerals

Fourth Grade Systems and
Relationships:
How do parts of a
system work
together?  What
evidence can I
find?

Diverse
Ecosystems

Electricity
Interactions of
Matter and Energy

Space Science

Fifth Grade Change and
Constancy: How is
change measured?

The Human
System

Force and Motion Astronomy

Sixth Grade Systems and
Interactions: How
do interactions
impact systems.

Oceanography and
Biomes

Light, Sound and
Energy and
Properties of
Matter

Climactic Change;
Catastrophic
Events

Seventh Grade Structure and
Function: What are
the relationships
between structure
and function?

Cell Structure,
Function, and
Processes

None Dynamic
Changing Earth

Eighth Grade Constant versus
Variables: What
properties and
processes vary
over time and what
remains constant?

None Properties of
Matter and Force
of Motion

Weathering and
Erosion





Science

Kindergarten

Life Content Samples
• Describe characteristics of plants, insects and spiders
• Classify living things in more than one way
• Identify the parts of a living thing

Physical Content Samples
• Use standard and non-standard measurement when describing objects and materials
• Communicate rules for grouping
• Conduct fair tests to determine which magnet is the strongest

Earth Content Samples
• Observe and record weather changes over time
• Describe how specific weather changes are associated with different seasons
• Understand that life on earth could not survive without the sun

Grade One

Earth Content Samples
• Observe and record the apparent path of the sun in the daytime sky
• Describe why we need the sun
• Understand transparent, translucent and opaque

Life Content Samples
• Observe and describe how habitats change over time
• Investigate the impact of people on animal habitats
• Design, build and maintain an animal habitat

Physical Content Samples
• Classify matter as solid or liquid
• Predict how heat interactions will change solids and liquids
• Provide evidence that solids do not disappear in liquids

Grade Two

Physical Content Samples
• Identify sound as a vibration
• Explore how sound travels from place to place
• Discover the colors of the visible light spectrum
. 

Earth Content Samples
•  Record weather data over time and use the information to describe weather patterns
• Read thermometers calibrated in Celsius and Fahrenheit
• Describe properties of air (air has weight, air takes up space)

Life Content Samples
• Identify the stages in a life cycle
• Apply knowledge of fair test to designing and building mealworm habitats
• Compare and contrast parents and offspring



Social Studies

Each grade level’s essential question guides the yearly scope of study units. At their level of
instruction, students will be guided to a broad understanding of political and economic systems.
They will better understand events, trends, personalities, and movements in history. They will
learn local, state, national and world geography. Students will study concepts of social science
to help them interpret human actions and prepare them for careers and lifelong learning.

Kindergarten’s Essential Question: “Who Am I?”

Unit examples

How are our rules and responsibilities at home and school alike and different? (Political Science)
What is the difference between a need and want? (Economic Systems)
How do I celebrate and remember important people and events? (History)
What are the major landforms in the world? (Geography)
What stories and music are important to me? (Social Science)
What problems do I have, and what are possible solutions? (Recurring problem solving issues)

First Grade’s Essential Question:  “How Do I Belong at Home, School, and My

Neighborhood?”

Unit examples

Who is the President of the United States?  Who are the leaders in my home, school, and
neighborhood? (Political Science)
What are producers and consumers? (Economic Systems)
How were the experiences of older people like and unlike mine today? (History)
How can we use maps and globes to learn about the world? (Geography)
How do individuals learn from one another? (Social Science)
How will solutions to problems identified impact my class, school, or neighborhood? (Recurring
problem solving issues)

Second Grade’s Essential Question:  “How Does My Community Change Over Time?”

Unit examples

How are rules and laws different? (Political Science)
Who provides goods and services to our community? (Economic Systems)
How do you believe the community will change in the future? (History)
How do the physical features of our community compare with other places? (Geography)
What is the story of Glencoe?  (History and Social Science)
What are the consequences of certain solutions to problems in our community? (Recurring
problem solving issues)



Mathematics

The University of Chicago School Mathematics Project began in 1983 and is still centered at the
University of Chicago. Research and development of Everyday Mathematics was founded on the
following principles:

• From their own experience, children develop an understanding of mathematics and
acquire knowledge and skills. Teachers and other adults are a very important part of
that experience.

• Children begin school with knowledge and intuition on which to build.
• Excellent instruction is very important. It should provide rich contexts and accommodate

a variety of skills and learning styles.
• Practical routines should be included to help build the arithmetic skills and quick

responses that are so essential.
• The curriculum should be practical and manageable.

Beginning in Kindergarten, Everyday Mathematics helps children make the transition from
intuition to concrete operations, and to abstractions and skills with symbols. The program in
Grades 4 through 6 continues to develop these links so that by sixth grade, students will have
the foundation needed for algebra, geometry, and data analysis courses. Everyday Mathematics
establishes a framework for dialogue about mathematics between teacher and students and
among the students themselves. Thinking with mathematics becomes as natural as thinking
with language.

Key features include…
• Problem solving for everyday situations.
• Developing readiness through hands-on activities.
• Establishing links between past experiences and explorations of new concepts.
• Sharing ideas through discussion.
• Cooperative learning through partner and small-group activities.
• Practice through games.
• Ongoing review throughout the year.
• Daily routines.
• Ongoing assessment.
• Home and school partnership.

Everyday Mathematics goals and objectives meet the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics “Principles and Standards for School Mathematics,” published in 2000, and the
current Illinois Learning Standards. Articulation among grade levels and increased opportunities
for formal training have provided strong support for teachers. Communication among New Trier
Township teachers of mathematics has contributed significantly to our students’ mathematical
success. Components of an enrichment program designed by the University of Chicago to
coincide with the Everyday Mathematics Program are utilized when appropriate.



Mathematics

Mathematics examples of content, strands, skills, & concepts

Kindergarten

Numeration

Count, read, & write numbers past 100 Use term “digit” Recognize numbers as 1-, 2- or 3-digit
numbers Rote counting, Using calculators

Measurement

Everyday types of measurement: length, weight, volume, capacity, elapsed time Use terms:
years, pounds, inches, and miles

Geometry

Learn names of, and construct shapes Geometric properties: sides, faces, corners Relational
words: inside, outside, above & below

Data and Chance

Gathering/displaying information; Making counts & comparisons, Graphing

Operations

Make up/act out number stories

Reverse operation: “doing” and “undoing”

Relation vocabulary: bigger, smaller, more, less, the same, fewer, over, under, higher, lower,
on the same level, equal and equivalent

Patterns and Functions

Processing numbers according to rules, Sorting and categorizing, Developing sequences of
patterns

Money

Coins – pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters Understand value of coins, Count using money

Clocks and Calendars

Develop sense of days, weeks, years, hours, minutes, seconds
Use ordering vocabulary – before, after, late,  early, morning

First Grade

Numeration

Investigating place-value, Exploring fractions and money

Operations and Computation

Addition/subtraction fact recall & Fact families



Numbers Properties

Data and Chance

Using tables, charts, graphs and exploring concepts of chance

Geometry

2- and 3-dimensional shapes

Measurement

Clocks, calendars, thermometers, Ordinal numbers and measuring tools

Patterns, Functions, Algebra

Sequences, relations & missing numbers
Properties of operations:
“What’s My Rule?”

Second Grade

Numeration

Comparing numbers, Decimal concepts

Operations and Computation

Addition/subtraction fact recall Adding/subtracting with tens/hundreds Exchanging money
amounts

Data and Chance

Interpreting data, Concepts of chance

Geometry

Classifying polygons

Measurement

Using tools to measure length, capacity, weight, and volume

Patterns, Functions, Algebra

Number patterns, number sequence rules

Relations between numbers & attributes.



Library Learning Center:

The Center Of The Learning Community

The Library Learning Center (LLC) provides a comprehensive array of instructional resources
and activities to support the effort of all in learning together. The extensive print, media and
software collection, library classes, as well as resource services offered by the LLC Director and
staff, provide a stimulating and inviting learning environment.

All children at South School are exposed to a variety of literature styles through weekly
scheduled library classes. This program is designed to build an enjoyment of literature and
promote reading. During a library class, students:

. • Return books.

. • Share individual literature interests.

. • Check out new books.

Library skills are introduced in second grade. Children engage in activities designed to teach
them how to independently find materials in the library.

The LLC is an open facility permitting students to visit the center individually or in small groups.
Students are frequently sent to the LLC to work on research assignments and at that time are
given individualized research instruction with a variety of print and media sources.

Technology classes for kindergarten students are scheduled weekly and projects are curricular
based. Students increase their comfort level using the computer, learn how to log on to the
network, increase letter recognition while they use the keyboard and create graphics using the
mouse.

First and second graders are flexibly scheduled into the technology lab on an as needed basis.
This allows teachers to bring their students to the lab several times a week to work on a project
as necessary. Technology skills are taught and enhanced while students use software relevant
to the curriculum being studied in the classroom. Word processing, editing, Internet research,
creating multi-media presentations and using Alphasmart Boards are some of the skills
introduced in these grades. In addition, formal keyboarding utilizing the Kid Keys method
begins in January of first grade and continues through the fourth grade.

SMARTBoards, interactive whiteboards, have been installed in the LLC Computer Lab and in
three South School classrooms.  Teachers are utilizing these new tools to make learning more
interactive and engaging.



Technology Skill Development Chart

Technology Skill Development Chart

SKILLS K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Basic Operations

Database

Drawing/Painting

File & Edit Menu

Keyboarding

Internet Use

Multitasking

Peripherals

Presentation

Publishing

Spreadsheet

Webbing/Outlining

Word Processing

Information Literacy

    Technology Skill Development Chart

    Glencoe School District 35

    Revised December 2006

Introduced

Guided Practice

Mastery

© 2006 Glencoe School District 35



Special Areas:

Music

In kindergarten, the groundwork is laid for many encounters with music. Highlights of the
year include:
• Finding the correct placement of the singing voice
• Matching pitch
• Hearing and responding to a steady beat
• Identifying the musical aspects of high/low; fast/slow; loud/soft; like/different melodies
•       Active experiences involving singing, playing instruments, moving, listening to music and

dancing, using rhythmic speech and improvisation.

In first grade, an experiential activity based music program is continued. The central focus is
development of the singing voice and matching pitch. Further development of beat competency
is also stressed. Highlights of the year include:
• Continued activity based approach emphasizing singing, playing instruments, moving,

listening, and using rhythmic speech
• Recognition and performance of basic note values and simple rhythmic patterns
• Emphasis on understanding basic concepts in music concerning rhythm, melody,

harmony, form, and tone color
• Further experience in playing mallet-type instruments both as accompaniment and

melody playing sound sources.

In second grade, the focus is upon expanded study of the elements of music. Highlights
include:
• Playing simple accompaniments and short melodies on mallet-type instruments
• Introduction to basic part singing by singing in a round.
• Emphasis on pitch matching and further development of the vocal range
• In depth study of musical concepts involving experiential activities and questioning

strategies
• Increased emphasis on reading rhythmic notation and singing with solfege
• Identification of small forms in music
• Emphasis on melodic and rhythmic improvisation on all kinds of instruments.



Special Areas:

Visual Art and Spanish

The art program at South School provides children with a variety of experiences as they explore
the elements and principles of design, art appreciation and integrated arts. Where a natural
connection exists, integrated arts projects are used to reinforce concepts in art and other
subject areas (language arts, science, social studies). The art program has been designed to
create a meaningful transition into the more advanced levels of art instruction in the Glencoe
Schools.

Children will be able to express their imagination in a variety of art media. All students will have
experiences in 2D and 3D art including:

In Kindergarten: Drawing, painting, paper construction, clay and art appreciation.

In First and Second Grades: Drawing, painting, printmaking, paper construction, clay, paper
maché, weaving and art appreciation.

Spanish

The Spanish program begins in kindergarten. It is based on exposure to the language and
culture of Spanish-speaking countries. Children become immersed in the language and culture
as they practice basic conversational skills and vocabulary development throughout the week.
Several units provide for a more complete integration across the curriculum. During these
integrated units, children have the opportunity to work for longer periods of time with the
foreign language and classroom teachers as well as incorporating support from other special
areas of instruction. Spanish teachers meet regularly to visit one another’s classrooms and
dissect the curriculum. Especially at the transition years, 2nd to 3rd and 4th to 5th, teachers
pay special attention to what is taught and look for repetition and comprehension trends.
Lesson study allows for an on-going examination of current instructional practices, extended
curricular opportunities, and increased understanding of the total program offerings.  Site visits
to outside language programs, such as to Chicago’s Andrew Jackson Language Academy, have
been part of the study.

In the summer of 2007, a District Modern Languages Study Committee met to examine
language offerings, curriculum, instruction, and assessment.  Representatives from each district
building formally examined staff survey results and made recommendations for future
programming.  As one result of this effort, grade level exit goals will be published.  In this way,
instructors can share with the school community each level’s outcomes.



Special Areas:

Physical Development

The Physical Development and Health Curriculum lists eight philosophical statements that
describe department beliefs:

•  Physical Education and Health make unique contributions to students’ physical
development and significantly contributes to students’ social, emotional, and intellectual
needs.

•  Students need to learn the importance of caring properly for the body, as well as how to
use the body more efficiently.

•  Students must prepare early for healthy lives, remain active and fit, and develop an
understanding of lifetime wellness.

•  Daily vigorous physical activity increases physical fitness and contributes significantly to
cognitive fitness.

•  A positive attitude toward an active, healthy lifestyle will contribute to the development
of an optimum level of wellness, now and in the future.

•  Emphasis needs to be placed on making activities age-appropriate, exciting, enjoyable,
rewarding and challenging within a physically and emotionally safe environment.

•  The learning environment must be one that motivates, encourages and contributes to
the development of healthy attitudes towards wellness.

•  Professional development activities are available to each physical education and health
teacher throughout every school year.

Safety and emotional well being are important aspects in the implementation of the physical
education program. Appropriate activities for each grade level are carefully selected so that
students are participating within the limits of their age, skill and grade level.  Rules are taught
and reinforced.  A professional staff guides students to recognize their own physical limitations
and how to adjust their behavior accordingly.  A classroom climate, which promotes tolerance
of and respect for each individual is maintained.  Students are expected to demonstrate respect
for individual differences related to race, social class, gender, motor performance, intelligence
and physical size and shape.

Physical Development— Examples of movement, fitness & teambuilding

Kindergarten First & Second Grades

Cooperation games Teamwork activities

Run, hop, skip & jump Soccer skills

Ice Skating Ice Skating

Ball handling skills Basketball skills

Tumbling and movement Gymnastics unit

Dance Dance

Catching and throwing Kickball and tee-ball

Manipulative skills Obstacle courses

Jump rope and hula-hoop Volleyball

Turn, twist, bend & stretch Relays
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Understanding Children:

The Middle Years

Developmentally

These years are the beginning of what Piaget called “concrete operational stage” and what
Erikson termed “the stage of industry.” Children are increasingly interested in the fruits of their
labors; their sense of self-worth is increasingly defined by their achievements. They need time
to practice more complex skills. The peer group is more important to them now.

Physically

These children are experiencing less rapid physical growth. Their gross and fine motor skills
have improved and they work to attain mastery in interesting physical activities through practice
and variations on movement. They have lots of energy; at times they can become reckless.
They like structured games that have rules, but may need help in learning and interpreting the
rules.

Emotionally and Socially

Children are now forming close friendships, mostly with same-sex peers. Friendships are more
long lasting. Children are often guided by the behavior and beliefs of the peer group. They still
enjoy adult encouragement and like to be acknowledged for their accomplishments. They tend
to be self-conscious about their abilities.

Cognitively

Attention spans are increasing. They like increasingly complex intellectual challenges and are
now reading to learn rather than learning to read. They are interested in discovering things for
themselves.

Human Relationships

Children need to be with friends. They like feeling a part of a group and enjoy opportunities to
group. They are more self-directed. They like to have input into planning and carrying-out
group activities. They like meeting new people who can share skills such as photography,
skiing, or creating a newspaper. Staff needs to focus on providing activity choices and re-
sources. They are facilitators, rather than directors of children’s activities. The children in this
age group may tend to see things in black and white, so may need assistance in appreciating
others’ viewpoints and exceptional circumstances. They may need reminders to use words to
express feelings.

Choice is very important. They like to decide what they will do, how they will do it, when and
with whom. These children like activities that require lots of energy and skill. They like
competitive as well as cooperative games, team as well as individual sports. They enjoy role-
playing games. They enjoy collecting things and problem-solving games. They like to daydream.
They appreciate opportunities to refine skills they have (e.g. jump-roping techniques, computer
games.)

(From the “Resource Notebook: School Age Care: Out of School Time,” Child Care Bureau,
Dept. of Health and Human Services)



Literacy:

Reading, Writing, Spelling, Speaking & Listening

Literacy includes many areas of language tasks associated with everyday life. Concepts and
skills are taught through the use of the Harcourt Trophies program. This presents an integrated
approach to reading, writing, speaking and spelling. The main goal of the program is to enable
students to become independent, thoughtful and involved readers.

Spelling and grammar skills are integrated throughout the literacy program. Students transition
from printing to cursive writing in third grade.

Extended Response to Reading (ERR) is a separate writing genre students learn in conjunction
with fiction and non-fiction reading. After reading an article or short literary piece, young
writers record their reactions to a presented prompt.  They learn how to properly cite evidence
and connect to other text or experiences to show their complete understanding of the reading.

Integrated Literacy Themes:

Third Grade

• Something Special
• What a Team!
• Friends to Grow With
• Tell Me A Story
• Good Neighbors
• Celebrate Our World
• Literature Circle Exposure to Chapter Books

Fourth Grade

• You Can Do It!
• Side By Side
• Make Yourself At Home
• Creative Minds
• Community Ties
• New Lands
• Literature Circle Exposure to Chapter Books

Writing Skills are developed through:

• Contents areas – math, science, social studies & reading
• Writing assignments – creative writing, journals
• Structured writing – expository, narrative, persuasive writing pieces
• Preparation for public speaking
• Discussions, presentations, drama, poetry & stories

Reading assists students to:

…..Read to learn in the content areas. (Emphasis in fourth grade)
…..Become independent strategic readers.
…..Reinforce higher level thinking skills to analyze, synthesize, and evaluate ideas and thoughts
     Use reading as a tool for gathering information
     Reinforce their own special interests and learning styles.



Spelling

At West School, students learn cursive writing.  They will continue using materials suited for all
learners. Third and fourth grade teachers provide direct instruction and reinforcement to
develop and maintain legible handwriting.  The teaching staff will determine the use of manu-
script for specific writing tasks, such as map labeling.

In second through eighth grade, a committee of our own District teachers and administrators
designed and continually monitor the Spelling Program. Dr. J. Richard Gentry and Rebecca
Sitton, both nationally recognized spelling experts, were influential to the district committee
members. The foundation for the program was built on research-based word lists organized by
phonetic or structural similarities. Teacher resources have been purchased from the Houghton
Mifflin Publishing Company.

Word specific instruction is offered utilizing a multi-modal approach. The homework
assignments, classroom practice, assessment, modifications and challenges have been designed
specifically for our Glencoe students. There is a strong connection between weekly spelling and
daily writing.

Each grade level is also responsible for the instruction of “grade level core words.” These
additional words are frequently used in students’ writing. It is the committee’s goal that by the
end of eighth grade, District students will have mastery over these 500 additional words, which
appear in approximately 75% of their daily writing.

Third Grade Level Core Words

Up Out Them Then She Many Some So
These Would Other Into More Her Ywo Like
Him See Time Could No Make Than First
People Been Its Who Now My Made Over
Did Down Only Way Find Use May Water
Long little very after words called just where
most

Fourth Grade Level Core Words

Through Know Get Back Go Much Good New
Write Our Me Man Too Any Day Same
Right Look Think Another I Around So Came
Come Work Three Must Does Part Even Place
Well Such Here Take Different Why Help Put
Away Again Off Went Old Number Great Tell
Men Say Small Every Found Still Name Should
Home Big Give Air Line Set Own Under
Read Last Never Us left end along While
Might next because between



Mathematics

Students in third and fourth grades use the Everyday Mathematics Program, which was
developed by mathematical experts at the University of Chicago. The program utilizes a spiral
approach and features problem solving, discussions, yearlong projects, explorations, and
games. The Everyday Mathematics Program goals and objectives meet the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics “Principles and Standards for School Mathematics,” published in 2000,
and the current Illinois Learning Standards.

A stronger, bolder vision of “the basics,” as presented through our program, assures that
number crunching is not the only emphasis. Students are guided to understand the underlying
concepts of the mathematics they are taught. The teaching staff incorporates drill and practice
of math facts and computation of numbers to ensure a balanced district math program.
Articulation among grade levels and increased opportunities for formal training have provided
strong support for teachers. Communication among New Trier Township teachers of
mathematics has contributed significantly to our students’ mathematical progress.

Extension activities in the area of mathematics are provided through the West School classroom
teachers and math specialist. The homework components, Home Links (Third Grade) and Study
Links (Fourth Grade), provide students with follow-up, review, and extensions of the material
covered in the daily lessons. A hardcover resource book is provided for home and school use.

Third Grade Fourth Grade

Numeration Numeration

Counting patterns Comparing whole numbers through 1,000,000
Place-value, Fractions and decimals Negative numbers

Operations and Computation Operations and Computations

Multiplication/division facts, extended to multi-
digit problems

Algorithms to add, subtract, multiply/divide
multi-digit whole numbers & decimals

Working with properties

Data and Chance Data and Chance

Collecting, organizing and displaying Creating, reading, interpreting graphs
Data using tables, charts, graphs Identifying landmarks in data sets
Exploring concepts of chance Range, median, mode, and mean

Geometry Geometry

Exploring 2- and 3- dimensional shapes Drawing and measuring angles
Exploring numerous geometric shapes Using transformations

Measurement & Reference Frames Measurement & Reference Frames

Using multiplication arrays Using tools to measure length, area, volume,
weight, temperature & times

Patterns, Functions, and Algebra Patterns, Functions, and Algebra

Frames-and-Arrows puzzles having 2 rules Using letters and symbols for unknowns
Naming missing parts of number models Writing models for number stories



Social Studies

Each grade level’s essential question guides the yearly scope of study units.  At their level of
instruction, students will be guided to a broad understanding of political and economic systems.
They will better understand events, trends, personalities, and movements in history. They will
learn local, state, national and world geography.  Students will study concepts of social science
to help them interpret human actions and prepare them for careers and lifelong learning.

THIRD GRADE’s Essential Question:

“How Does Living in Illinois Impact My World?”

Unit Examples

Why is citizenship valuable or attractive? (Political Science)
What are the goods and services produced in Chicago and Illinois? (Economic Systems)
What important events shaped Chicago’s history? (History)
Where are the major bodies of water and river systems in Illinois? (Geography)
Which ethnic groups have settled in Chicago and why? (Social Science)
What problems exist in different communities? (Recurring problem solving issues)

FOURTH GRADE’s Essential Questions:

“What Makes the Regions of My Country Unique?” and
“How Do They Depend on Each Other?”

Unit Examples

How is the United States government organized? (Political Science)
How do the human resources affect the goods and services that are produced in a region?
(Economic Systems)
What can we learn about the characteristics of a region by investigating literature from that
region? (History)
 How did changes in the weather and climate affect the physical features of the environment in
the regions of the U. S.? (Geography)
How is culture expressed differently through music, art, and literature in the geographic regions
of the United States? (Social Science)
Identify problems in each region and discuss alternative solutions and their consequences
(Recurring problem solving issues)



Science

Science learning is maximized through hands-on experiences, reading, and research activities.
Students are able to manipulate objects and materials, observe, measure, record data, predict
outcomes, and make connections. Students are given many opportunities to communicate what
they have learned through written and oral presentations. The goals of the third and fourth
grade science curriculum are to study topics under the three strands of physical science, earth
science, and life science. The science curriculum aligns to State and National Science Education
Standards.

Grades K-8 Science Units

Grade Level Unifying Theme and
Essential
Question(s)

Life Science Physical Science Earth Science

Kindergarten Exploration: How do
I learn about my
world?

Exploring Diverse
Living Things

Properties of Objects
and Materials

Weather and
Seasons

First Grade Change:  What
changes do I
observe?

Habitats Solids and Liquids Sunshine and
Shadows

Second Grade Patterns of Change:
Are changes
predictable?

Comparative Life
Cycles

Sound and Light Air and Weather

Third Grade Systems and
Interactions:  How
do interactions
impact systems?

Introduction to
Ecosystems

Force and Motion Investigating Rocks
and Minerals

Fourth Grade Systems and
Relationships:  How
do Parts of a system
work together?
What evidence can I
find?

Diverse Ecosystems Electricity
Interactions of
Matter and Energy

Space Science

Fifth Grade Change and
Constancy:  How is
change measured?

The Human System Force and Motion Astronomy

Sixth Grade Systems and
Interactions:  How
do interactions
impact systems?

Oceanography and
Biomes

Light, Sound and
Energy and
Properties of Matter

Climactic Change;
Catastrophic Events

Seventh Grade Structure and
Function:  What are
the relationships
between structure
and function?

Cell Structure,
Function, and
Processes

None Dynamic Changing
Earth

Eighth Grade Constant versus
Variables:  What
properties and
processes vary over
time and what
remains constant?

None Properties of Matter
and force and
Motion

Weathering and
Erosion

Science

Grade Three

Earth Content Samples



Describe forces that change earth’s features
Classify rocks and minerals by properties
Compare igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks

Life Content Samples
Identify roles of organisms within a prairie system
Build simple food chains and food webs
Identify predator and prey relationships

Physical Content Samples
Identify gravity as a pull force
Identify friction as a pull or push force
Describe how simple machines make doing work easier

Grade Four

Earth Content Samples
Examine the role of the sun within the solar system. (Energy source and gravity)
Compare earth’s daily and yearly cycles with those of other planets
Explain characteristics and phase changes of the moon

Life Content Samples
Identify producers, consumers, and decomposers within diverse ecosystems
Distinguish between inherited and learned behaviors
Compare and contrast cycles of organisms within diverse ecosystems

Physical Content Samples
Classify materials as conductors and insulators and describe places where both
are used
Build simple circuits and describe the flow of electrons through them
Compare and contrast the uses of parallel and series circuits



Library Learning Center

For Technology & Research Skill Development

Open throughout the school day, the Library Learning Center (LLC) welcomes students to
explore all the treasures it holds...books, magazines, computers and quiet corners for reading.
Students may use the LLC facilities at any time during the school day.

All third and fourth graders are scheduled for one 35-minute library experience per week. The
lessons include age-appropriate activities relating to outstanding authors, illustrators and titles,
practicing critical and/or analytical thinking skills, or researching topics of interest and classroom
assignments.

The LLC functions as a learning laboratory where students participate in activities designed to
improve their thinking and study skills. The basic skills taught by the Media Specialist, in
cooperation with classroom teachers, may be grouped into the following categories:

• To ensure that each child acquires the information skills necessary to become a lifelong
 learner.

• To provide a rich literature program which promotes lifelong relationships with libraries,
books and reading.

• To integrate information skills throughout the curriculum.

The computer lab functions on a flexible schedule. Classroom and special area teachers sign up
for times to work in the computer lab where students work on various software programs and
the Internet to infuse technology in their learning culture. In addition to the computers,
students learn how to use scanners, digital cameras, video cameras, and other multimedia
instruments. Students are introduced to the Herzog keyboarding method. Students may use the
computer lab facilities at any time during the school day.   SMARTBoard Technololgy, interactive
white boards, have been installed in the LLC Computer Lab and in four general classrooms.
Students and teachers utilize this engaging technological tool routinely in their lessons.

THIRD GRADE

Students in third grade demonstrate knowledge of appropriate criteria in selecting books
and magazines of personal interest. Students are introduced to the Dewey Decimal System,
identification of the various parts of a book (i.e. title, author, publisher, illustrator, copyright
date,) Caldecott Books, dictionary and encyclopedia skills, beginning research projects
(including note taking and citing resources in a bibliography,) and various reference sources.

FOURTH GRADE

Students in fourth grade demonstrate knowledge of media in the LLC and are supported to
independently use appropriate criteria in selecting books and magazines of personal interest
and for research projects. Skills are reinforced in using the Dewey Decimal System, dictionary
and encyclopedia. The students are introduced to various award-winning authors, i.e. the
Newbery Award and Rebecca Caudill Award authors, use of the newspaper and selecting
appropriate reference tools.



Technology Skill Development Chart
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SKILL K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Basic Operations

Database

Drawing/Painting

File & Edit Menu

Keyboarding

Internet Use

Multitasking

Peripherals

Presentation

Publishing

Spreadsheet

Webbing/Outlining

Word Processing

Information Literacy

        Technology Skill Development Chart
        Glencoe School District 35
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Special Areas:

Art

The art activities are designed to address the developmental abilities of the students and to
build upon past experiences. Students are encouraged to expand their expressive talents and
work at their own pace within the framework of the program. Projects include a variety of

media and are integrated throughout the curriculum. All 3
rd
 and 4

th
 grade students enjoy a one

hour studio class of art each week.

Music

The objective of the music program at these levels is to allow each child to participate in a
variety of musical experiences. Through these experiences students may nurture an
appreciation of music as a medium for expression, creativity, personal achievement and
enrichment. Students participate in vocal music activities, movement and use Orff instruments
to help understand rhythm, melody, form and musical notation. All students will learn to play
recorders throughout third and fourth grades.

Spanish

The Spanish program is based on exposure to the language and culture of Spanish-speaking
countries. Children in grades three and four have ample opportunities to become immersed in
the Spanish language and culture as they practice conversational skills and vocabulary
development throughout the week. Several units provide for a more complete integration across
the curriculum. During these integrated units, children have the opportunity to work for longer
periods of time with both the foreign language and classroom teachers as well as incorporating
support from art, music and LLC. Students are scheduled for two 25-minute Spanish classes
each week. Spanish teachers meet regularly to visit one another’s classrooms and dissect the
curriculum. Especially at the transition years, 2nd to 3rd and 4th to 5th, teachers pay special
attention to what is taught and look for repetition and comprehension trends.  Lesson study
allows for an on-going examination of current instructional practices, extended curricular
opportunities, and increased understanding of the total program offerings.  Site visits to outside
language programs, such as  to Chicago’s Andrew Jackson Language Academy, have been part
of the study.

In the summer of 2007, a District Modern Languages Study Committee met to examine
language offerings, curriculum, instruction, and assessment.  Representatives from each district
building formally examined staff survey results and made recommendations for future
programming.  As one result of this effort, grade level exit goals will be published.  In this way,
instructors can share with the school community each level’s outcomes.



Special Area:

Physical Development

The Physical Development and Health Curriculum lists eight philosophical statements that
describe department beliefs:

•  Physical Education and Health make unique contributions to students’ physical
development and significantly contributes to students’ social, emotional, and intellectual
needs.

•  Students need to learn the importance of caring properly for the body, as well as how to
use the body more efficiently.

•  Students must prepare early for healthy lives, remain active and fit, and develop an
understanding of lifetime wellness.

•  Daily vigorous physical activity increases physical fitness and contributes significantly to
cognitive fitness.

•  A positive attitude toward an active, healthy lifestyle will contribute to the development
of an optimum level of wellness, now and in the future.

•  Emphasis needs to be placed on making activities age-appropriate, exciting, enjoyable,
rewarding and challenging within a physically and emotionally safe environment.

•  The learning environment must be one that motivates, encourages and contributes to
the development of healthy attitudes towards wellness.

•  Professional development activities are available to each physical education and health
teacher throughout every school year.

Safety and emotional well being are important aspects in the implementation of the physical
education program. Appropriate activities for each grade level are carefully selected so that
students are participating within the limits of their age, skill and grade level.  Rules are taught
and reinforced.  A professional staff guides students to recognize their own physical limitations
and how to adjust their behavior accordingly.  A classroom climate, which promotes tolerance
of and respect for each individual is maintained.  Students are expected to demonstrate respect
for individual differences related to race, social class, gender, motor performance, intelligence
and physical size and shape.

Physical Development – Examples of movement, fitness & teambuilding
                  Third Grade
Soccer Unit
Dribbling, passing, shooting, goal
keeping, positions, basic rules

Tennis Unit
Hand-eye skills, volleying,
forehand and backhand strokes

Gymnastics Unit
Tumbling, rings, low beam, and
ropes

Fitnessgram Fitness Unit
Trunk lifts, push-ups, curl ups,
pacer run, sit-and reach-and-rope

                Fourth Grade

Soccer Unit
Review skills, juggling ball with body,
goal, corner, penalty kicks

Tennis Unit
Review skills, serving to fence &
partner, scoring and boundaries

Gymnastics Unit
Review skills, one-handed cartwheels,
aeriols, handstands, handsprings

Softball Unit
Fielding, hitting, throwing, basic
principles and rules reach-and-rope
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Understanding Children:

Pre-and Early Adolescence

Because of varying rates of growth spurts, there is greater variation among children in this age
group than other groups. Even within each young person, there may be a great deal of
variability in behavior. They may act like teenagers much of the time, but others times, act
more like young children. Children are very interested in being independent and having more
responsibility. They need lots of time to be with their peers.

Their time with adults is often focused on exploring the adult world, or issues of their own
identity. Erickson defines this as the stage for establishing identity. They are examining their
values, their relationships with family, friends, and with the world. They may begin to worry
about social justice issues like the environment, hunger, and homelessness.

Physically
Young people between the ages of ten and thirteen grow more rapidly than at any time since
infancy. They may feel awkward and experience a lack of coordination. Puberty begins. Appe-
tites tend to be big. Hormonal changes can cause moodiness.

Emotionally and Socially
Children in these age groups tend to be very self-conscious about their bodies and how they
look. This is a time of increased psychological vulnerability. Many children feel a strong desire to
conform to their peer group and often assert their emerging individuality by being critical of
others. They tend to be competitive and daring. They form close one-to-one friendships. Their
need for loving, supportive adults is often camouflaged by their intense loyalty to a peer group.

Cognitively
Children in these age groups are developing abstract thinking skills. They are beginning to think
about future life roles and are better able to postpone gratification. They can plan ahead and
organize tasks with little or no assistance from adults. They are beginning to develop opinions
about social issues.

(From the “Resource Notebook: School Age Care: Out of School Time,” Child Care Bureau,
Dept. of Health and Human Services.)



Reading And Language Arts:

Fifth And Sixth Grade

Spelling, writing, literature, grammar, listening and speaking are components of the fifth and
sixth grade language arts program. The independent reading program requires children to read
numerous novels from the teacher-approved Required Reading List. At the beginning of each
school year, students receive this list of age appropriate literature and authors. The Inde-
pendent Reading Program is an integral component of the total reading program constructed
for intermediate grade children.

Writing

Students are offered and taught a variety of ways to express themselves through written and
oral techniques during the formal language arts periods, as well as in all subject areas through-
out the day. Students, with teacher guidance, develop insights into how to write more effec-
tively. Many assignments are designed to present writing as a process including pre-writing,
writing, revising, editing, and publishing. These assignments offer the student an opportunity to
apply different writing techniques on a daily level and to broaden his/her writing skills. The
application of these skills is expected across the curriculum. Extended Response to Reading
(ERR) is a separate writing genre students learn in conjunction with fiction and non-fiction
reading. After reading an article or short literary piece, young writers record their reactions to a
presented prompt.  They learn how to properly cite evidence and connect to other text or
experiences to show their complete understanding of the reading.

Reading

Students use reading to identify, extend and intensify interests and, therein, gain deeper under-
standing of self and others. Additionally, students develop strategies to monitor reading for
comprehension. The reading program is flexible and utilizes a wide variety of instructional

materials. The program includes the use of an anthology (5
th
), shared literature experiences

(novels read together as a class), and a variety of materials to supplement the program.

Students continue to build on the foundations of reading skills developed at earlier stages. The
major areas of reading emphasized include: vocabulary, comprehension, reference and study
skills and literary skills.

Grammar

Students learn grammar concepts that will enhance their understanding of written and spoken
language. Every effort is made to use the writer’s own errors to understand grammar concepts
as well as a sequential grammar program.



Language Arts: Seventh And Eighth Grade:

Elements Of Writing And Literature Connections

Writing, literature, grammar and spelling are the major components of the language arts cur-
riculum in the seventh and eighth grades. This foundation provides for effective communication
that is essential for achievement in all areas of the curriculum.

The writing program includes both expository and creative writing experiences. Students will be
given step-by-step guidelines to develop their skills in writing narrative, descriptive, persuasive
and literary analysis papers as well as to develop creative writing and poetry.

The literature part of the course seeks to acquaint students with the best literature available for
their age group, including the classics and outstanding contemporary adolescent literature. All
students read some of the literature used in each grade level classroom. During the study of
such works, students will develop their interpretive abilities and use higher level thinking skills
to become more thoughtful discussants skilled in the process of shared inquiry. In addition, an
individualized independent reading program allows students to select quality literature to read
that is consistent with their abilities and interests.

Formal spelling and grammar programs are part of the seventh and eighth grade language arts
courses. Both programs are developmental and sequential. The spelling program follows the
latest research using the patterned presentation of words. Grammar includes a comprehensive
study of the parts of speech and sentence structure. Students will expand their understanding
of the structure of the English language as well as learn the importance of its application to
writing and speaking.

Integrated language arts/social studies writing, literature and speaking activities help students
discover the important relationship of language arts to the broader academic program. Thus, in
grades 7 and 8 students discover the interrelationship of the various areas of language arts and
also apply that knowledge to other curricular areas.

Extended Response to Reading (ERR) is a separate writing genre students learn in conjunction
with fiction and non-fiction reading. After reading an article or short literary piece, young
writers record their reactions to a presented prompt.  They learn how to properly cite evidence
and connect to other text or experiences to show their complete understanding of the reading.



Spelling

In second through eighth grade, a committee of our own District teachers and administrators
designed and continually monitor the Spelling Program. Dr. J. Richard Gentry and Rebecca
Sitton, both nationally recognized spelling experts, were influential to the district committee
members. The foundation for the program was built on research-based word lists organized by
phonetic or structural similarities. Teacher resources have been purchased from the Houghton
Mifflin Publishing Company.

Word specific instruction is offered utilizing a multi-modal approach. The homework
assignments, classroom practice, assessment, modifications and challenges have been designed
specifically for our Glencoe students. There is a strong connection between weekly spelling and
daily writing.

Each grade level is also responsible for the instruction of “grade level core words.” These
additional words are frequently used in students’ writing. It is the committee’s goal that by the
end of eighth grade, district students will have mastery over these 500 additional words, which
appear in approximately 75% of their daily writing.

FIFTH GRADE

Sound

thought

asked

want

food

life

above

earth

mother

night

story

hard

sentence

almost

enough

below

few

house

land

feet

kind

got

need

light

being

since

ever

better

animal

show

saw

those

don’t

keep

side

took

began

far

country

soon

white

paper

across

always

school

something

large

world

until

boy

four

live

hand

let

picture

together

important

during

study

without

both

often

going

form

once

head

page

year

father

second

near

best

today

high

children



Spelling

Level Core Words

Sixth Grade

however sure knew turned try told sad sun
thing whole ground example heard sea change answer
room several against top it’s learn point city
himself toward five play usually money seen didn’t
car morning I’m body upon family later turn
move face door cut done group true half
red fish plants living black eat short run
book gave hear order open cold really table
tree course front space inside ago young early
American United

States
remember

Seventh Grade

I’ll learned brought close nothing though idea before
lived became add become grow draw yet less
wind behind cannot ran able dog shown mean
English rest six perhaps certain among feel fire
ready green yes built oh special letter full
town complete person hot anything hold state list
stood hundred ten notice felt kept fast can’t
strong voice probably matter horse area stand box

start that’s class piece am river stop talk
common surface whether

Eighth Grade

fine round dark past ball girl road
blue instead everything either already warm gone
finally summer understand moon animals mind deep
power problem longer outside heavy ice follow
beautiful carefully everyone leave held sat game
system bring watch shall dry stay floor
ship winter begin fact third quite carry
distance although possible heart real sky snow
rain suddenly easy leaves lay size wild
weather miss pattern simple walked main else
someone center field within itself boat tiny
question wide least hour foot care low



gold build glass rock tall alone bottom
check reading fall poor map friend job
language themselves happened



Mathematics:

 Fifth and Sixth Grade

The mathematics curriculum employs a spiral approach in which teachers introduce new ma-
terials and review previously taught materials using the University of Chicago School Math
Program. This program utilizes “everyday” situations for problem solving experiences. Both
social studies and science skills are integrated into the math curriculum.

Among the topics covered are the four basic operations for whole numbers, fractions, and
decimals. Additional units include graphing, measurement (in both metric and standard units),
geometry, percentage, and algebra. The program also provides students with the opportunity to
use calculators and mental math strategies.

 A variety of games and supplemental materials are used for drill and practice of basic math
facts. These routine activities provide a balanced mathematics program for students.
Articulation among grade levels and increased opportunities for formal training have ensured
strong support for teachers.

Extended Mathematics Program

Students in the fifth and sixth grades possessing exceptional skills in mathematics are invited to
participate in the Extended Mathematics Program. This program functions as a self-contained
mathematics class, which meets during the regularly scheduled math time at each grade level.
Students in this program study the standard curriculum.  In addition, students use units of
study and materials that have been specifically designed to challenge higher level thinking skills
in diverse areas of mathematics.  The intent of the Extended Mathematics Programs is to
provide students with challenging and rewarding experiences reaching well beyond the required
mathematics curriculum.



Mathematics:

Examples Of Content Strands, Skills & Concepts

Fifth Grade

Numeration

Reading, writing, comparing negative numbers
Whole numbers through billions
Understanding a and identifying prime, composite and square numbers

Operations and Computation

Using mental arithmetic both to compute exact answers and to estimate
Finding least common multiples and greatest common factors,
Multiplying and dividing fractions

Data and Chance

Comparing theoretical & experimental probabilities
Conclusions from data
Carrying out a survey or experiment

Geometry

Plotting points in four quadrants
Constructing a circle with a given radius
Or diameter, and quadrilaterals

Measurement and Reference Frames

Creating scale drawings;
Measuring length to 1/16 inch and 1mm
Volume, weight and capacity

Patterns, Functions, and Algebra

Translating among verbal, numerical, and
Graphical representations
Using variables and equations to represent situations

                                                                      Sixth Grade

Numeration

Renaming fractions & mixed numbers in simplest form
Converting between scientific & standard
Notation and among fractions, decimals,
Percents, and mixed numbers

Data and Chance

Expressing probabilities as fraction, decimal, & percent
Making predictions based on theoretical
Probabilities and understanding why actual outcomes
May differ from predicted outcomes

Measurement and Reference Frames

Measuring and estimating length, area,
Computing/converting common units of measure

Operations and Computation

Rounding to any specified place
Solving problems using unit rates & ratios
Least common multiples, greatest
Common factors and prime factors

Geometry

Understanding congruence and similarity
Identifying angle relationships in triangles
Using formulas to compute area, volume
Perimeter, circumference, & surface area

Patterns, Functions, and Algebra

Recognize & describing complex patterns
Writing equations for given tables of numbers



Mathematics:

Seventh and Eighth Grades

“A mathematics curriculum is more than a collection of activities; it must be coherent, focused

on important mathematics, and well articulated across the grades. Students must learn

mathematics with understanding, actively building new knowledge from experience and prior

knowledge.”

- Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, NCTM

The seventh and eighth grade mathematics curriculum is taught using a spiral approach which
allows the students to be exposed to probability, statistics, geometry, algebra, logic, data analy-
sis, percents, decimals, and fractions on a regular basis. This two-year math program forms a
strong foundation for the study of a modern high school math program.

In the geometry strand of this math program, students find the area and perimeter of polygons,
the volume and surface area of polyhedra, cylinders, cones and spheres, and continue their
study of parallel lines and related angles, triangles, congruency, similarity, and constructions.

Some of the arithmetic and algebraic topics studied are sets, operations, properties and theo-
rems involving real numbers, equation solving (algebraically and graphically), ratios and pro-
portions, and measurement. Students are encouraged to develop a number of ways to solve
math problems. By using cooperative learning techniques, students become effective problem
solvers and creative thinkers.

Individual student abilities are dealt with through optional enrichment materials, short-term
ability grouping for review of skills, and help from resource teachers outside the regular class-
room. There is also available a Math Assistance class offered as one of the activity classes
students can opt to take each quarter to provide additional support.

Students, who have met certain criteria, including scores obtained on standardized tests and
teacher recommendations, are eligible to take the pre-algebra/algebra course sequence. In
seventh grade the course of study is pre-algebra followed by algebra in eighth grade. Two
levels of pre-algebra and algebra are offered: the equivalent of New Trier’s four-level and three-
level courses. The material covered in the algebra course includes inequalities, graphical
representations of data and formulae, translation of words into symbols and symbols into
words, probability, matrices, geometry, trigonometry, and finding solutions to equations and
systems of equations by using the quadratic formula, graphing, completing the square, and
factoring. A graphing calculator is mandatory for this class. Placement into second-year high
school math is arranged for students successfully completing algebra in eighth grade.

The New Trier Township teachers of mathematics (and most other disciplines) are encouraged
to meet regularly throughout the school year. The New Trier Curriculum Council arranges
meeting dates.



Science

“The world looks so different after learning science. For example, trees are made of air,
primarily. When they are burned, they go back to air, and in the flaming heat is released the
flaming heat of the sun which was bound in to convert the air into tree. And in the ash is the
small remnant of the part, which did not come from air that came from the solid earth, instead.

These are beautiful things, and the content of science is wonderfully full of them. They are
very inspiring, and they can be used to inspire others.”

- Richard Feynman

Grades K-8  Science Units

Grade Level Unifying Theme and

Essential Question(s)

Life Science Physical Science Earth Science

Kindergarten Exploration: How do I
learn about my world?

Exploring Diverse
Living Things

Properties of  Objects
and Materials

Weather and
Seasons

First Grade Change: What changes
do I observe?

Habitats Solids and Liquids Sunshine and
Shadows

Second Grade Patterns of Change: Are
changes predictable?

Comparative Life
Cycles

Sound and Light Air and Weather

Third Grade Systems and interactions:
How do interactions
impact systems?

Introduction to
Ecosystems

Force and Motion Investigating
Rocks and
Minerals

Fourth Grade Systems and
Relationships: How do
parts of a system work
together?  What evidence
can I find?

Diverse Ecosystems Electricity Interactions of
Matter and Energy

Space Science

Fifth Grade Change and Constancy:
How is change
measured?

The Human System Force and Motion Astronomy

Sixth Grade Systems and Interactions:
How do interactions
impact systems?

Oceanography and
Biomes

Light, Sound and Energy
and Properties of Matter

Climatic Change;
Catastrophic
Events

Seventh Grade Structure and Function:
What are the
relationships between
structure and function?

Cell Structure,
Function, and
Processes

None Dynamic
Changing Earth

Eighth Grade Constant versus
Variables: What
properties and processes
vary over time and what
remains constant?

None Properties of Matter and
Force and Motion

Weathering and
Erosion

5th Grade Science

The aim of science education is to develop learners in a rich and full understanding of the
inquiry process; the key concepts and principles of life, physical, earth and space sciences; and
issues of science, technology, and society in historical and contemporary contexts.
Expectations for learners related to the inquiry process are presented in standards addressing
the doing of science and elements of technological design.  The 5th grade science curriculum
encompasses all 3 scientific strands:  earth, physical and life sciences.



Grade Five

Physical Content Samples
•  Identify forces as pushes and pulls
•  Describe/demonstrate the casual relationship of forces in terms of action/reaction
•  Apply knowledge of force and motion to design technology (i.e. rubber band powered or

balloon powered cars)

Life Content Samples
•  Identify body systems and describe how they work together
•  Describe ways in which parts of systems influence one another
•  Describe how parts of the human system work together and function to sustain life

Earth Content Samples
•  Discuss the effect of gravitational forces on the solar system
•  Describe the life cycle of stars
•  Explain why seasons are opposite in different hemispheres

6th Grade Science

The sixth grade science curriculum focuses on the study of life, physical and earth sciences.
Students learn from hands-on experimentation and technological inquiry.  Through the use of
the lab notebook, students practice techniques for the organizing and analyzing factual
information.

Grade Six

Physical Content Samples
•  Describe the basic characteristics of energy (light, sound and electricity)
•  Describe how light travels
•  Explain the electromagnetic spectrum
•  Define atoms as the smallest part of an element that still has properties of that element
•  Describe how technology has advanced our understanding of the composition of matter
•  Recognize and compare physical and chemical changes

Earth Content Samples
•  Describe the composition of the atmosphere
•  Explain the essential role of the ozone layer
•  Explain that energy can be transferred by radiation, conduction and convection

Life Content Samples
•  Identify the basic classification of animals based on how they interact with their

environment
•  Compare the difference between asexual and sexual reproduction
•  Describe how animal parts make them suited to their environment



7th and 8th Grade Science

The goal of this two-year curriculum is to have the students become better investigators of the world
around them which will enable them to questions and develop answers to problems they are faced with
in society.  Students are taught to become more perceptive to what is going on within their worlds and
are encouraged to contribute in their own positive ways to that world.

Students are given hands-on practice in observing, comparing and contrasting, classifying, measuring,
experimenting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions based on the data collected.  The students learn to
communicate scientifically in both verbal and written forms, much the same way a scientist does.

The most current technology, including SMARTBoards, Venier Lab probes, and various software, has been
fully implemented.

Grade Seven

Life Content Samples

•  Identify cells as one of the characteristics of living things

•  Explain the structure of DNA  and its function

•  Explain evolutionary change to cell structure and complexity over time

•  Classify organisms based on cell structure and traits

•  Compare cell structure and complexity: prokaryotic vs. eukaryotic

Earth Content Samples

•  Describe how constructive and destructive forces shape the earth’s surface

•  Describe how earth materials cycle

•  Connect geologic activity (earthquakes, volcanoes) to plate boundaries and movement

Grade Eight

Physical Content Samples
•  Understand the history of the measurement systems
•  Understand that density, melting point, freezing point, solubility and boiling point are

characteristic properties
•  Comprehend compounds, elements and chemical reactions
•  Describe the concept of force as an influence that tends to accelerate
•  Describe work as a relationship of force acting through a distance
•  Compare theories put forth by Einstein with those put forth by Newton

Earth Content Samples
•  Describe how constructive and destructive forces shape the earth’s land forms
•  Construct a timeline to identify era, epochs and evidence of fossil records
•  Describe the composition of soil from weathered

rock/decomposed material



Social Studies:

Fifth And Sixth Grade

Each grade level’s essential question guides the yearly scope of study units.  At their level of
instruction, students will be guided to a broad understanding of political and economic systems.
They will better understand events, trends, personalities, and movements in history. They will
learn local, state, national and world geography.  Students will study concepts of social science
to help them interpret human actions and prepare them for careers and lifelong learning.

FIFTH GRADE’s Essential Question: “What Motivates People to

Move, Explore, and Create a New Society?”

Unit Examples

Why did it become necessary to set up a system of government? (Political Science)
Can individuals act as both consumers and producers? (Economic Systems)
What perspective can we gain by comparing primary and secondary sources? (History)
How did geography influence the history of the people of Colonial America? (Geography)
How did traditions and cultures evolve as a result of movement? (Social Science)
What problems are associated with movement? (Recurring problem solving issues)

SIXTH GRADE’s Essential Question: “How Does A Civilization

Evolve?”

Unit Examples:

• Historical examples of checks and balances
• Elections at all levels of government
• Historical events involving extension or denial of political and electoral rights of citizens
• Ancient civilizations’ roles and rights of individuals
• Economic differences among various civilizations
• Trade and specialization
• Political, economic, environmental, and social trends in various civilizations
• Early civilizations’ systems of taxation
• Using maps to locate ancient civilizations
• Art, music, architecture, and social institutions within civilizations
• Numerous comparisons between ancient and modern civilizations



Social Studies:

Seventh and Eighth Grades

The social studies program challenges students to become thinking, decision-making, concerned
citizen of the world. To achieve this end, our program is inter-disciplinary in content and
process-oriented. Because the student is growing up in a rapidly changing society, he/she must
grasp the social phenomena of the past and present and have the tools and skills to deal with
worlds that do not yet exist. Students acquire tools, which are integral to our social studies
program. These tools are research, expository writing, discussion, critical thinking, public
speaking, and geography skills that lead to problem solving and decision-making. A variety of
materials are used, including a resource textbook, carefully chosen on-line and software
programs (such as the Library of Congress online Educational Library “American Memory”
projects,) Facing History and Ourselves materials, History Alive! resources, and related
literature.

Major Themes in United States History

 I. Political: The evolution of the political system in the United States, the
balance of power, our changing global role

A. Guiding Questions
1. To what have we aspired and how close to our goals have

we come?
2. What are the roles and responsibilities of nations towards

one another?
3. How can we stay true to our democratic ideals?

II. Economic/Technological: The continuing economic and technological
           transformation of the United States economy and its impact on individuals,

institutions, and regions.
A.       Guiding Questions

1. What benefits and problems have resulted from economic
/technological transformation?

2. What role do economic principles play in human interactions?

III. Geographical: The relationship between human actions and their
Environment

A.      Guiding Questions
1. What is the relationship between people, place and

environment?
2. How are the identities and lives of individuals and groups

rooted in particular places and in regions?
3. What are the geographical influences on movement and

settlement?
4. How do human actions modify the environment?

IV. Cultural/Moral/Religious:     Change the continuity in American culture,
thought and education, media and the impact of religious and moral values
A.            Guiding Questions

1. What elements of American culture remain constant?
2. In what ways have American culture and values changed

over time?



3. What causes change in our culture?  What effects do these
changes produce?

4. Who have we been?  Who are we becoming?
5. What role has group identity played in history?

Tension:  Liberty vs. Equality Tension:  Identity vs. Diversity
Tension:  Justice vs. Growth Tension:  Center vs. Periphery



Social Studies:
Seventh and Eighth Grade Social Studies Units by Quarter

(This timeline varies slightly among teachers, depending on school calendar, student needs, and
instructional decisions made by the teacher and/or team.)

First Quarter Second Quarter Third Quarter Fourth Quarter

GRADE
7

Intro to Social Studies

Pre-Columbian
America

Colonial America

Revolutionary War

Constitution –
Civics/Philosophy

Constitution –
Establishing
Government,
Protection of Rights

Westward Expansion

Slavery/Causes
of Civil War

Civil War

Industrial Revolution Reconstruction

GRADE
8

Why study history?

Native Americans

Collision of Cultures

Closing of Cultures

Imperialism

WWI

Twenties

African American Civil
Rights

African American Civil
Rights

Thirties, Depression,
New Deal

WWII

Holocaust

Holocaust

Cold  War

Civil Rights

Vietnam War

Closing of Frontiers

Immigration

Industrialization



Humanities Curriculum:

Humanities Philosophy

The Humanities program aims to instill in students a love for social studies and literature, and a
critical but open-minded view of the diverse world. Through coherently planned thematic units,
constructive and consistent feedback, diverse activities, and opportunities for personal choice
that allow for multiple intelligences to flourish, students leave middle school with a strong sense
of themselves as capable writers, readers, and thinkers.

Seventh Grade Humanities

The Seventh Grade Humanities curriculum explores how people in the past and present express
themselves in thought, in the arts, and in action. This exploration is studies in the context of the
social, political, economic, and geographical factors influencing individuals and groups during
the period of American history from the first European settlements through Reconstruction. The
course encourages students to engage in a deliberative process that leads them to intelligent
and compassionate participation in the world. The course aims to produce active citizens as well
as thinkers -- reflective and analytical young people who will apply the habits and the insights
they develop to their own decision-making.

In seventh grade, students investigate the problems, challenges, and opportunities of nation-
hood. Cohesive units are created in which students investigate, discuss, and formulate
responses to guiding questions. This exploration takes place through analysis of novels, short
stories, fine art, music, and poetry as students are able to use new historical knowledge gained
through study of primary and secondary sources to create context for fictional works. Examples
of guiding questions include:
• What makes a place home?
• What does civilized mean?
• How does one seek independence?
• How do you create laws that are fair to all?
• How is the idea of “us” and “them” created? What makes a hero?

Methodology

The Humanities curriculum integrates history and literature and uses the tools of anthropology,
sociology, art, music, geography, philosophy and law to help students understand American
history. By reading both historical non-fiction and fiction that parallel the topics and periods
studied, students make significant connections as they ask meaningful questions about history,
literature, and humanity. In humanities, they learn how to ask effective questions and to evalu-
ate primary and secondary sources; how to detect point of view; how to use evidence to sup-
port an argument; how to find, define, and research a fruitful question; and how to write an
analytical essay with a thesis statement using evidence and sources to support their claims.

Students read to understand literal meaning and they reread to make deeper connections. The
study of literature allows students to analyze story elements, begin to ask interpretive ques-
tions, notice significant details of plot, character, and setting, identify themes in literature, and
to enrich their vocabularies. Students’ critical reading skills develop as they work to summarize,
quote, and paraphrase succinctly. Various types of writing, such as position papers, interpretive



Humanities Philosophy continued

essays, and creative pieces, including poetry, drama, journals, and personal narrative, encour-
age further development. Students refine their writing by using a clearly structured self, peer,
and teacher review process in which they focus on content and grammar, usage, and mechan-
ics. Further, students practice note-taking strategies, organize notes into basic outlines, and
learn and use correct bibliographic formats.

Discussion is an important component of the humanities curriculum because it allows students
to develop their capacities to reason. Students listen to and consider others’ ideas, recognize
and articulate similarities between ideas, support ideas with textual evidence, and carefully
further discussion with ideas expressed at appropriate times.

Shared Materials:

“The Lottery,” Shirley Jackson (short story)

The Pomegranate, Rosetti (painting)

Johnny Tremain, Ester Forbes (novel)

Indian Massacre at Wilkes Barre (engraving)

“I’m Just a Bill,” Schoolhouse Rock (cartoon)

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Twain (novel)

“When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloomed,“ Whitman (poem)

The Red Badge of Courage, Crane (novel)

“Words for the Hour,” Harper (poem)

“Young Goodman Brown,” Hawthorne (short story)

“508,” Dickinson (poem)

Amistad (movie)

Slave Dancer, Fox (novel)

“Shapes of a Soul,” Piatt (poem)

“God Save the United States” (song)

The American Nation, Davidson & Stoff eds. (textbook)

“Ain’t I Woman?,” Sojourner Truth (speech)

“Half Brothers,” Gaskell (short story)

“Liberty Song” (song)

“Werewolf,” Carter (short story)

“Train Time,” McNickle (short story)

“The Singing Spirit,” Ohiyesa tribe (oral tradition)

“Yankee Doodle Dandee” (song)



Library Learning Center:

Computer Technology Program

Central School’s LLC/Technology program is integral to and supportive of the school curriculum.
It provides a mechanism for choice and exploration beyond the prescribed course of study. Our
program provides a wide range of resources and information that satisfy the educational needs
and interest of students. Materials are selected to meet the wide range of students’ individual
learning styles. The LLC is a place where students may explore subjects that interest them,
expand their imagination, delve into areas of personal interest, and develop the ability to think
clearly, critically, and creatively about the resources (books, CD ROMS, internet, on-line
information services, video tapes, periodicals, and newspapers) they have chosen. Students
may work individually, in small groups, and/or as a class.

Our goal is to provide a setting where students develop skills they will need as adults to locate,
analyze, evaluate, interpret, and communicate information and ideas in an information-rich
world. Students are encouraged to realize their potential as informed citizens who think critically
and solve problems, to observe rights and responsibilities relating to the generation and flow of
information and ideas, and to appreciate the value of literature in an educated society.

SMARTBoard Technology, interactive whiteboards, have been installed in the LLC Computer
Lab, Science classroom laboratories, and six general education classrooms.  All are fully
implemented making lessons more engaging and interactive.

The LLC/Technology program is open from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to allow students ample time
before and after school to complete assignments, check out books or browse. Each fifth grade
student attends two Technology classes per week.
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SKILL K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Basic Operations

Data Base

Drawing/Painting

File & Edit Menu

Keyboarding

Internet Use

Multitasking

Peripherals

Presentation

Publishing

Spreadsheet

Webbing/Outlining

Word Processing

Information Literacy

    Technology Skill Development Chart
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 Introduced

 Guided Practice

 Mastery
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Special Areas:

Fifth Grade

Art

This course is designed to provide studio experience in the following media: drawing in different
styles and techniques including ebony, color pencil, marker, and cray pas; painting in tempera,
and watercolors; ceramic hand building; and printmaking. Art principles and elements are
discussed and emphasized throughout all lessons. Upon the conclusion of this course, the
students will be able to demonstrate a working knowledge of tools and materials presented,
and identify significant works of art and artists and transform ideas into two or three-
dimensional work.

Technology Education

Students are guided toward discovering the excitement and promise of technology and are
prepared to competently apply various technologies in the present and future lives. The use of
accumulated knowledge to process resources to satisfy human needs and wants is known as
technology. Computers are used as tools to study many of the other technologies important to
society. Fifth graders will explore the Technology Lab. The curriculum provides a solid base of
knowledge centering on transportation, construction, manufacturing, bio-related technologies,
and communication. A second technology class that meets, explores the latest in hardware and
software options for learning. Academic content is enhanced through this hands-on exploration
of various choices for products and performances. Students will expand their use of these tools
in other classes and subjects throughout their Central School career.

Music

The curriculum includes vocal and instrumental activities exploring melody, rhythm, harmony,
form, and expressive qualities. Each student learns to play an orchestral or band instrument in
Fifth Grade.

Modern Language

French and Spanish will be taught to all students. Students will have two semesters of language
one in French and one in Spanish. At the end of fifth grade, students will then be able to make
a more informed choice as to which language to continue with in sixth, seventh and eighth
grades. Although students will read and write, the focus will be on listening and speaking with a
variety of communicative and hands-on experiences. There will also be study of French and
Spanish speaking countries. It is our goal to make acquisition of a second language enjoyable
and to produce enthusiastic and capable speakers of the target languages.

Spanish teachers meet regularly to visit one another’s classrooms and dissect the curriculum.
Especially at the transition years, 2nd to 3rd and 4th to 5th, teachers pay special attention to
what is taught and look for repetition and comprehension trends.  Lesson study allows for an
on-going examination of current instructional practices, extended curricular opportunities, and
increased understanding of the total program offerings.  Site visits to outside language
programs, such as  to Chicago’s Andrew Jackson Language Academy, have been part of the
study.



Special Areas:

Physical Education

In fifth grade the students participate in individual and team activities in both a separate and a
co-educational environment. The students should dress comfortably and appropriately to
maximize their movements and abilities. Clean, well-fitting athletic shoes are a must! The
activity focus builds on previously learned skills and emphasizes attitude, teamwork and effort
over ability. Our physical education program is designed to provide students with a wide variety
of physical activities to aid in developing life-long health and fitness. The activities include the
climbing wall, roller-skating, gymnastics, jump rope and water safety. At the 5th

 
grade level

some cognitive skills emphasized are safety, awareness of the individual as a part of the team,
and working as a group within given parameters.

Sixth Grade

Modern Language

In grade six, students will have already chosen French or Spanish prior to the beginning of the
school year. At Central, the program spans three years in which to complete similar goals and
objectives to New Trier High School’s first year program.  Specific objectives include the four
basic language skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. Sixth grade students are
introduced to both the oral and written aspects of the language with an emphasis on spoken
language. Students are expected to use their expanding vocabulary in the classroom.

The Foreign Language program places great importance on the communicative aspects of
learning a foreign language. Teaching is geared toward the needs and learning styles of the
middle school student. The texts used at Central are modified for middle school use or are
middle school editions of those used in New Trier’s first year courses.

Spanish teachers meet regularly to visit one another’s classrooms and dissect the curriculum.
Especially at the transition years, 2nd to 3rd and 4th to 5th, teachers pay special attention to
what is taught and look for repetition and comprehension trends.  Lesson study allows for an
on-going examination of current instructional practices, extended curricular opportunities, and
increased understanding of the total program offerings.  Site visits to outside language
programs, such as to Chicago’s Andrew Jackson Language Academy, have been part of the
study.

Physical Development

At the sixth
 
grade level the students are required to change to a P.E. uniform for class activities.

They need to have athletic shoes (which tie and are worn for Physical Education only), socks, a
sweatshirt and sweatpants, a reversible (red and white) Glencoe Central P.E. shirt and red
Glencoe Central shorts. At the sixth grade level, self-assessing physical fitness and exertion
levels, accepting a variety of roles/positions, honesty, teamwork, and accepting responsibility
are some of the cognitive goals. The activities focus on aerobic fitness, teamwork and muscular
endurance and include the climbing wall, roller-skating, volleyball, softball skills and dance.



Music

In Glencoe, children are given musical experiences and opportunities starting in kindergarten
and continuing through eighth grade. Through the years, students have the opportunity to
develop musical skills, knowledge, understanding, and attitudes to carry with them through
their lives. The aim of such experiences is student mastery of specific skills and concepts. The
objective of our music program is to allow each child to participate in a variety of music expe-
riences, and through these experiences to plant and nurture a love and appreciation of music as
a medium for expression, creative play and personal achievement. The objective of the Central
School music program is to help students develop an understanding, enjoyment and
appreciation of music through both listening and performing.

Fifth Grade

The music program in fifth grade is divided into two areas-classroom music/chorus, and in-
strumental music. The curriculum in classroom music is an expansion of concepts and skills
developed in fourth grade. Students use Orff instruments to help understand rhythm, melody,
form, and musical notation. In chorus, children learn unison and two part harmonies. The
instrumental music program starts in fifth grade and provides all children another opportunity to
pursue their musical interest and talent.

Sixth Grade

The music program in sixth grade is part of the activity program. Band, orchestra and chorus
are considered full year activities. A student may elect to take band, orchestra or chorus. Band
and orchestra meet in small groups and as a full band or orchestra. The instrumental repertoire
includes transcriptions of classical music, original band/orchestra music, and popular
arrangements. The band and orchestra perform for several school music concerts throughout
the year. Instrumentalists are eligible to attend the Northbrook Solo & Ensemble Festival. The
competition usually takes place in February.

Band

Band is open to all sixth grade woodwinds; brass and percussion players who have completed
fifth grade instrumental music. The band repertoire includes transcriptions or orchestral works,
original music for band, selections from musical shows and popular songs. Players are eligible to
attend the Northbrook, Solo & Ensemble Festival. Members participate in several school music
concerts throughout the year. Those who play appropriate instruments are eligible to audition
for Jazz Band.

Orchestra

Orchestra is open to all sixth grade string players who have completed fifth grade instrumental
music. The orchestra repertoire includes transcription of classical music, original orchestral
music and popular arrangements. Players are eligible to attend the Northbrook Solo & Ensemble
Festival. The orchestra performs for several school music concerns throughout the year,
including the graduation ceremony. Members of Orchestra are eligible to audition for Special
Strings.



Music

Chorus

The sixth grade chorus performs in several school music concerts throughout the year.  Reper-
toire includes music in two and three part harmony, in a variety of styles. Chorus meets every
other day with a full chorus rehearsal once a month.  Interested and qualified students may be
in Band or Orchestra and still participate in Chorus by signing up for “Early Bird Chorus.”

Seventh and Eighth Grades

Band

Band is open to all qualified seventh and eighth grade woodwinds, brass, and percussion
players. The repertoire includes transcriptions of orchestral works, original music for band,
selections from musical shows, and popular songs. Players are eligible to attend the Northbrook
Solo and Ensemble Festival. The competition usually takes place in February. Members par-
ticipate in several school music concerts throughout the year, as well as the Glencoe Memorial
Day Parade. Members of band are eligible to audition for Jazz Band.

Orchestra

Orchestra is open to all qualified seventh and eighth grade string players. The repertoire in-
cludes transcriptions of classical music, original orchestra music, and popular arrangements.
Players are eligible to attend the Northbrook Solo and Ensemble Festival. The orchestra per-
forms for several school music concerts throughout the year, including a New Trier Junior High
Orchestra Festival and the graduation ceremony. Members of Orchestra are eligible to audition
for Special Strings.

Chorus

The mixed seventh and eighth grade chorus performs in several school music concerts through-
out the year. Repertoire includes music in two and three part harmony, in a variety of styles.
Singers are eligible to attend the Northbrook-Glencoe Solo Ensemble Festival. Eighth grade
members of chorus also sing in the graduation ceremony. Eighth grade members of chorus are
eligible to audition for a special choral ensemble.



Activity Courses

In fifth grade, activity courses are scheduled for students allowing for varied experiences. Most
students will take art, vocal and classroom music, instrumental music, and Technology Lab.
They will also have one semester of Spanish and one semester of French.

In sixth through eighth grades, the courses provide opportunities for students to expand their
interests in a variety of academic and enrichment curricular areas.

Examples of Sixth Grade Activities that are currently offered:

Art
Multi Media
Video Production on Stage
Lego Robotics
TECH Lab
Wilderness Classroom
Central Times

Examples of Seventh and Eighth Grade Activities that are currently offered:

Bucket Band
Central Times
Drawing
Tech Lab
PE Leaders
Beginning Guitar
Music Theory
Sculpture
Imovie
Video Production on Stage
Drama
Jewelry
Lego Robotics
Musical Theatre



Technology Education

Technology Lab

The sixth through eighth graders are offered an activity class in the Tech Lab that includes
module learning.  The module is a seven day, self-contained learning unit that focuses on a
specific topic.  It contains all of the hardware, software, text and materials that students need
to learn about the topic being studied.  Central’s Technology Lab contains over 20 modules.
Students choose which topics they would like to study and, as time and availability permit, they
will be scheduled into those modules.  These modules include: Aerodynamics, Animation,
Electronic Music, Exploratory Electronics, Fiber Optics/Lasers, Radio Broadcasting, Video
Production/Digital Video Editing, Virtual Reality, Conceptual/ Applied Physics, Engineering/Stress
Analysis, Fluid Power, Artificial Intelligence, Automation/Robotics, Computer-Aided Design,
Control and Sensors, Plastics, Alternative Energy, Biotechnology, Ecology, and Environmental
Technology.

Video Production Services

Students may elect to be trained as Video Production crew members. Crew members are
proficient in every aspect of video production and have been trained on the current equipment.
They have learned to videotape special events, assist teachers in editing video or movies for
class presentations, produce weekly newscasts for the student body and staff on closed circuit
television, and produce school wide video announcements.


